1989 mazda b2200 carburetor problems

This past week, truck started maintaining high idle speed even when warmed up although it
does eventually drop after several miles of driving. Has never given me any trouble before. Do
you. If it has a Carb check the fast idle cam and choke adjustment Too fast an idle speed. If an
engine without computerized idle speed control is idling too fast and refuses to come down to a
normal idle speed despite your best efforts to back off the carburetor idle speed screw or air
bypass adjustment screw fuel injection , air is getting past the throttle somewhere. Common
leak paths include the carburetor and throttle body gaskets, carburetor insulator spacers, intake
manifold gaskets, and of course, any of the engine's vacuum fittings, hoses and accessories. It
is even possible that leaky O-rings around the fuel injectors are allowing air to leak past the
seals. Also the throttle plate could be binding in its bore and kinked accelerator cable, coolant
temperature sensor might not be operating properly misleading the computer that the engine is
still cold and computer throwing fuel at it raising the idle speed. Was this answer. I would check
the temp sensor this is the one that tells the computer the temp if it is bad it will tell the
computer that it is cold and thus high idle until its told it is warm. I would also check for any
vacuum leaks too. Let me know how this goes and we will go from there. Please login or
register to post a reply. Has Died Going Down Expressway. Hard To Start. I Hooked I Have A 89
Mazda B Its Carb. I Adjusted The Timing And Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!
The truck has to be started 5 - 6 times just to keep it running, and I have to ride around the block
a couple of times to make sure it keeps running before I will take it on a main road. Now I've
been told we needed a new carburetor, it has a cracked manifold, and the third cylinder is weak.
I was told if we put a new carburetor in it, we may still have the problem of it trying to stall and
spitting and sputtering; it could also be the computer. I was told that Mazdas are great vehicles.
My father in law even went out and bought a new one about the same time, because I told him
they were great vehicles. I'm not really sure what to do at this point, any suggestions? Review
Date: 24th May, Isn't the B just a rebadged Ford? I'm not sure about the In any case, when a
used car salesman tells you that your car needs "snake oil", it should set off red lights. Sounds
like you need a reliable mechanic. But there may be no easy fix, read cheap, to buying a can of
worms that some used car salesman unloaded on you. Starting in , Ford began selling its own
design, the Ranger, while Mazda continued on with its own truck. I agree with the other
commenter - the reviewer needs to seek the advice of a learned and trusted mechanic. Fixed
and going up the road. Blew the original motor 4 cylinder 2. Got a replacement motor from the
junk yard, did well for a while, then found out the head was warped, so had it milled, and new
valve guides and springs, etc.. Did good for about 5 months, now it smokes blue smoke very
badly till the engine warms up, and let me say this is a 5 speed manual, and now it has no power
at all. It's all I can do to either stay in 3rd gear or try for fourth if driving on a flat road. Oil is
leaking out from where the exhaust manifold bolts to the head, but have no water in oil. So my
best guess is it is time to have the engine overhauled, replace mains, bearings, and all rings,
and even hon the bore holes. Anyways, I had to get rid of the California Emissions after putting
the new engine in due to the one I got from junk yard was slightly different with the emissions
and vacuum hoses, so now I'm stuck looking for some GOOD advice to what I should do to save
this baby. Overall I do like this little truck, and it does well on fuel as long as it runs right, which
hasn't been all winter. Well I am looking for some advice. If you folks have the same B 2. This is
an overall good truck, but needs a lot of help, and can cost a lot of your wallet for parts.. Review
Date: 8th March, General Comments: I bought it and the dealer said it just needed some gas
cleaner called "Seafoam". I bought this for my son under the impression it was just old gas in
the system; yeah right. My 16 year old son bought this truck with his own money, and has not
been able to drive it yet. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete
this review. Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment.
The two companies did not share a common truck again until the model year. One thing I do
know, the F2 engine is still as expensive as it ever was. Summary: I wouldn't own another one
Faults: Blew the original motor 4 cylinder 2. Next Page of Reviews Write a Review. Spent my
youth in it, and it and never had any real problems with it. In I stopped driving it when I got
married. For my 40th B-day present to myself, I had my mechanic take it on as a overhaul
project. My fault lack of PM. Review Date: 5th April, Truck has been great. I took my drivers test
in this truck 12 years ago and drove it throughout high school. The automatic transmission has
been serviced regularly and has never missed a beat. I recently upgraded to a weber carburetor
and plan on driving the truck another 12 years. Review Date: 23rd January, I am happy that
these gentlemen had a good laugh about my truck. Here is another statement. I would not let my
truck go even if I won the million mega bucks. I totally agree with this gentleman. We have had
one in our family for 15 years, it is part of the family. It might not be a Toyota, but it has a soul
and personality; that's why many will not sell this great machine. I am kinda glad I got the truck,
but it's sucking up my money for repairs. I now have a bad back so I cannot do the repairs

myself anymore. I have repaired or replaced majority of truck parts except transmission which I
have done clutch with accessories. Review Date: 4th November, Massive oil leaks Replaced the
timing seal, valve seal, all belts. Engine has been dying unexpectedly for the last 3, miles When
it runs, it's a great truck. Excellent mileage, great heater, awesome runner. Bad on the highway
and for long distance trips. Slow and difficult in the winter. Burns oil, prone to oil leaks. Nice
cab and simple design. Wouldn't recommend this model-year. Go newer. Review Date: 30th
September, The rings failed at about , miles and may be failing again. I have been told that it has
serious blow by. This blow by is forcing oil up through the valve cover to the air cleaner then
out through a drain hole. Nice size for a small pickup used for city driving. I would love to keep
it as a secondary vehicle, but the failing rings maybe the last straw. I cannot get anyone to give
me a quote for a ring job so it will pass smog check in California. Everyone wants to rebuild the
engine. With the engine oil going up through to the air cleaner would a ring job be enough to fix
the problem? Review Date: 10th September, My dad had an old mazda that smoked, the rings
went. But I think its in your best interest to rebuild cause the truck is old and you will likely be
replacing some other things soon anyways. My friend bought the 89 truck. The truck is nothing
but trouble. Had the motor rebuilt, 20, later broke again. Carb problems, radiator, fuel pump.
Worst deal ever Faults: Cigarette lighter failed after 5K. Ticking on the valves. Failed smog
check after 20K. I will never sell the Grey Ghost, I love her too much! Though, taking bids on my
Wife. Just kidding, she was into it all the way. Comment on this review. Actions Fix the spelling
and grammar Delete this review. Summary: This truck is part of my family Faults: Rear axle
seals at 35, miles. Brake master cylinder at , Ran truck hot at , miles and blew the head gasket.
Replaced engine due to high mileage. Re-manufactured engine had a defective cylinder head
and had to be replaced at , Truck was repainted in General Comments: Truck has been great.
Reply to this comment. Actions Fix the spelling and grammar Delete this comment. Summary:
Truck has a smooth ride when working properly, but when it breaks, there goes your wallet.
Faults: Head gasket blew at , Clutch at , Motor, radiator, heater core, and carburetor at , Rear
end at , General Comments: I am kinda glad I got the truck, but it's sucking up my money for
repairs. Excellent truck for booming stereo's!!! Summary: Good work truck or runner Faults:
Replaced radiator header block cracked Replaced rotors, brakes, tires. Noisy lifters. Squeaks
and rattles throughout the truck. Ignition has locked before. Cracked radiator hoses. Windshield
cracks. Tailpipe rusted right off. General Comments: When it runs, it's a great truck. Summary:
Good truck and the right size, but it is starting to fall apart Faults: The rings failed at about ,
miles and may be failing again. The fuel pump failed at about , miles. The oil pump started to go
out at , miles. The water pump started to leak at about , miles. The air conditioner continues to
loose coolant if it is not run every other day. Air conditioner updated to R at , miles. Catalytic
converter replaced at 40, miles and at , miles. Valve cover loosens up all of the time starting 10
years ago. The clutch went out at 60, miles and at , The radiator started leaking at 60, miles.
General Comments: Nice size for a small pickup used for city driving. Next Page of Reviews
Write a Review. Mazda has a history of jaunty styling that consistently gets noticed, and the
look is supported by fuel-efficient power. Whenever you go with a fuel efficient Mazda, there's
no doubt you'll benefit from great styling. For quick performance and effortless maneuverability
consumers select cars designed by Mazda. The historic Mazda brand name clearly indicates a
car with nice lines plus also an unstoppable motor and drive train. Your fine Mazda was built
using the best care and expertise; it deserves replacement components of the same high level
of value. An unmaintained Mazda Carburetor will definitely cause harm to your car's motor. The
aim of a car's Mazda Carburetor is to combine the proper measure of gasoline and oxygen so
that your motor operates properly. If a Mazda Carburetor doesn't mix in enough gasoline then
internal engine harm may be done, while an excess of fuel can bring about combustion failure.
People who enjoy performance car or trucks understand that there's nothing more crucial than
putting in the highest quality new parts for your car. World-class engine power and automotive
performance are derived from top-notch parts and accessories. We carry a vast selection of
accessories you want to keep your automobile humming along for a long time. A Mazda
definitely makes a statement If there are any questions about our accessories, our customer
service people are available to you by telephone or by e-mail - with our standard world-class
customer service! The carb runs well. But it is quite a bit larger than te original carb for a mazda
b The size and power of it has made it a bit tricky to get my truck running smoothly. It's working
as a temporary carb for me until i can rebuild the original. Of you live in a state that has smog or
emmissions regulations, you will not pass with this carb. This product contained all the
necessary parts from what I could tell. Probably want to print out some pictures or a manual
because if you haven't worked on a carb before it might be a little tricky. Skip to main content
Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of
ordering and we will issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service

page for refund and return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low
prices. You can buy with confidence! Rotary Pickup. Standard Motor Products. Click to Enlarge.
Redline W Carburetor Kit. Product SKU: W Important Product Info: Electric Choke. Important
Product Info: Manual Choke. Core Price [? Read more reviews. Catalog: A. Vehicle Mazda B
Vehicle Engine Mazda B Vehicle Production Range Mazda B Catalog: B. B engine dying
problem.? Mazda Trucks Make Specific. Looking for some help. My girlfriends B is running
perfect, no signs of any problems, then it just dies, almost like it just stops getting fuel. The first
couple times it did it when it was driving down the freeway, but now it only does it when you
come to a stop at a light or stopsign. Once it dies, it takes many attempts to restart it till it'll go
again, and you have to Rev it really high for a few seconds till it'll idle on it's own again. It will
work fine for a few days, somtimes weeks, then it happens all over again. Already put in a new
fuel filter. Any ideas? Thanks, Sponge and Lissa. Happened to me was the fuel pump strainer
full of rust I figured I'd start with the easiest first. No one has said carburetor. It doesn't bog
down, it stops instantly. I'm gonna pull the pump out next. I replaced the pump and its been
great since. Pump is easy, just below the carb. It only took a few minutes to change, its cheap
and a good place to start even if doesn't fix the problem but I bet it does. Page 1 of 1. This past
week, truck started maintaining high idle speed even when warmed up although it does
eventually drop after several miles of driving. Has never given me any trouble before. Do you. If
it has a Carb check the fast idle cam and choke adjustment Too fast an idle speed. If an engine
without computerized idle speed control is idling too fast and refuses to come down to a normal
idle speed despite your best efforts to back off the carburetor idle speed screw or air bypass
adjustment screw fuel injection , air is getting past the throttle somewhere. Common leak paths
include the carburetor and throttle body gaskets, carburetor insulator spacers, intake manifold
gaskets, and of course, any of the engine's vacuum fittings, hoses and accessories. It is even
possible that leaky O-rings around the fuel injectors are allowing air to leak past the seals. Also
the throttle plate could be binding in its bore and kinked accelerator cable, coolant temperature
sensor might not be operating properly misleading the computer that the engine is still cold and
computer throwing fuel at it raising the idle speed. Was this answer. I would check the temp
sensor this is the one that tells the computer the temp if it is bad it will tell the computer that it
is cold and thus high idle until its told it is warm. I would also check for any vacuum leaks too.
Let me know how this goes and we will go from there. Please login or register to post a reply.
Has Died Going Down Expressway. Hard To Start. I Hooked I Have A 89 Mazda B Its Carb. I
Adjusted The Timing And Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! General Discussion.
Example the distributor the advancement slot or adjustment slot the bolt was dead center
basically equal sides of slot on each side of the bolt. I had my mechanic put get the motor
running and timed in and the distributor was almost all the way forward moved almost all the
way to the front of the truck. That bothered me really bad so i got the engine to TDC then
removed the cap then pulled the distributor out centered it and put the rotor aiming towards 1
plug wire on cap put it all back together, and started truck on my timing light has a advance dial
so i put it at 6 degrees and when the light was flashing on the crank the timing mark on the
harmonic balancer was way past T on the timing cover i move the distributor to get it on the 6
degree mark and the distributor placement on the slot is worst its almost maxxed out moved all
the way toward the front of the truck PLEASE help i really cant stand these pieces of shit
mazdas anymore. Note i have a 86 2. Also my crank gear is at the mark on the oil pump and
number 1 marked on the camshaft on that upper mark when im doing this i did this about 30
times i just dont und
cat 5 connector wiring diagram
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yamaha g1 fuel pump diagram
erstand what im doing wrong. It sounds like your tb is a tooth off. Unless I am just overlooking
the obvious and read too fast. Just my quick response and when I did my tb had zero problems
lining this up granted no removal of distrib but mines dead center on diz. When the engine is at
TDC i marked the harmonic balancer timing mark with white paint and when the timing gear is
aligned up with the oil pump mark, the harmonic balancer mark is dead on the T mark on the
lower timing cover. Now, I listed 1 first and 3 second, the firing order on the B is with 1 being the
cylinder at the front of the truck. People rebuilding old VW engines encounter issues installing
the distributor drive shaft correctly, so their distributors are frequently out-of-kilter, similarly.
Adjustments to ignition timing OK, this only should need to be done once would be made as per
regular way. Picture of correct distributor orientation is in this link, with positions numbered:.
Ima mess with it today. Page 1 of 2.

